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A Wonderful Summer Experience 2022  

by Peter Mc Carron. 
Four or five years ago I put up three Swift Nest Boxes and a call speaker 
on the north facing chimney of my house in Laytown, Co Meath. My house 
is five minutes’ walk from the sea and is right beside the Dublin Belfast 
railway line.  

From time to time Swifts would fly around my house and fly up to look at 
the boxes particularly the first one nearest to the Railway but no Swift 
ever took up residence. That is until 15th May this year when, to my 
delight, an adult Swift arrived and began setting up home! A friend had 
fitted a little camera in this box so I could see everything that was going 
on from the TV in the living room. 

a. My first bird 

 
 

b. My first bird settled on the nest mould 
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The lone Swift spent much of its time looking out the opening of the box 
as if watching for its mate to arrive.  

 

c. My first bird looking out of the entrance 

 

 

Then to my delight four or five days later the mate arrived.  

 

d. At last the mate has arrived 

 
 

There was frantic excitement as they greeted each other scampering 
around the nest box on their little short legs. That first evening, they 
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snuggled up to one and other occasionally grooming each other as they 
bonded together. 

e. link to video of the swifts having fun 

By June 19 they had produced two eggs in the nest mould.  

 

f. 17 June the first egg in the nest 

 
 

g. 19 June a second egg in the nest 

 

 

 

Both Swifts took turns sitting on the eggs and seventeen days later on 8th 
July the first egg hatched. A couple of days later the second egg 
hatched. The chicks were tiny bald and blind, little fragile miracles of 
Nature. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZHmE_4OWV4
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h. link to video of the newly hatched chicks 

The next week or so everything seemed to be going well. Both parents 
involved in feeding the chicks and keeping them warm. At night both 
parents gently snuggled together on top the chicks. 

i. link to video of one week old chicks being fed by both adults 

Then on the eleventh day, my heart sank. One of the Adults failed to 
return that evening. I got quite emotional and was afraid the chicks were 
going to starve to death. But Lynda Huxley and Dermot Doran reassured 
me that that it was possible for one adult to rear two chicks on its own.  

j. link to video of chicks on 23 July after days with only one parent 

And so for the next thirty six days, to my relief, that is exactly what 
happened. 

Some times when the Parent arrived with food there was complete kayos. 
The chicks were so hungry that they seemed to attack the Parent. But it 
continued to work very hard with the job of feeding also covering the 
chicks at night with one of its wings. As time progressed the chicks got 
bigger and grew lovely new feathers.  

They began to do exercises building up their flight mussels and started 
looking out the Nest Box opening at the big bad world outside! 

k. link to video of chicks exercising on 2 August 

L. link to video of lone parent feeding the two chicks and cleaning the nest area 

Then on 23rd August after forty nine days the first Chick fledged. 

The Parent continued to feed the remaining chick and stayed with it at 
night.  

m. link to video of remaining chick exercising 

On Wednesday night the 24th of August I sat watching them, the Parent 
occasionally preening itself and its chick. I took a short video of them.  
That was to be their last night together. The second chick fledged early 
next morning on day forty eight and the adult departed at the same time.  

n. link to video of chick and parent on their last night together 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZ7-12g-dOE&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wOh7Da8fWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ckdmYprO2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4J9nfZBOfi8&t=77s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDSqtFn-G-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZV42BNMTnMM&t=45s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2zbgIF4m3w
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Looking back over the past three months there are a couple of things that 
come to mind. 

Firstly it has been a real privilege to journey alongside this little family of 
Swifts. The whole experience really opened me up to the wonder, beauty 
and adaptability of Nature. 

I was really amazed at the way the single parent worked so hard to feed 
the two chicks and itself. How affectionate it was as it built up a bond 
with its mate those first eleven days. How caring it was with its chicks, 
staying with them every night, covering them with one of its wings to keep 
them warm, even when the chicks had all their feathers! 

I really miss their company now. Every time I got home I would look 
forward to switching on the camera to see how they were doing. I think I 
have a touch of The Empty Nest Syndrome! 

So to conclude I would like to thank Lynda and Dermot for all their help 
and support. I am really looking forward to next year to see what Swift 
surprises await me. 

 

 




